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ABSTRACT. The Siberian pole of cold is situated in the extreme north-eas t of Eurasia (in the region of the 
Cherskiy mountain system, in the upper parts of the basins of the Yana, Indigirka and K o lyma Rivers) . 
Particularl y low air and soil temperatures have been observed in the intermontane areas . Among these 
localities is the famous O ymyakon , where the lowest minimum temperature in the Northern Hemisphere has 
been recorded. In the climate of this area extrem e aridity, connected with the intracontinental position of 
thc territory, is combined with intense cold. 

In the two highest massifs (Ulakhan-Chistayand Suntar-Khayata) small centres of recent glac ierization 
(chiefly kars) are developed ; there are also di stinct traces of a more extensive older mountain g laciation. 
In the intermontane areas and on the principal level of the dissected hilly penep lain positive indications of a 
former glaciation are absent. However, the recent cryogenic phenomena r epresented by fossil ice, permafrost, 
taryns, as well as thermokarstic, so lifluction and congelation fea tures, are very abundant and diverse. 

The widespread development of all these fea tures gives this territory a periglacia l aspect, and a lso 
provides the possibility of using the study of man y recent phenomena for palaeogeographical purposes. 
From this point of view, the processes leading to the format ion of loess d eposits (cryogenic faci es) and the 
formation of structural and thixotropic soils are of particular interest. 

The recent natural landscapes in th is region are represented by a domina nt type of la rch tundra- forest 
associated with comparatively typica l taiga bog formations in the depressions and xero-cryoph ile m eadow
steppe landscap es on the steeper and warmer southern slopes. Such a unique landscape combination 
connected with the specific climatic conditions of this region pravid e a basis for interpreting the recent 
natural condi tions of the Siberia n pole of cold as a survi val of the " late glacial. " At present these natural condi
tions are being intensively developed economica lly. 

RESUME. L e polc Siberien clu froid est situe d a ns l 'ex treme Nord-Est d e l'Eurasie (region du systeme 
montagneux de Cherskiy, parties superieures d es bass ins des rivieres Yana, Indigirka et Kolyma). 

Des temperatures de l' a ir e t du sol particulierement basses ont ete o bservees dans les regions situees 
entre les montagnes. Parmi ces regions se trouve no tamment le cCleb re O imyakon, ou le minimum de 
tempera ture cle l'hemisphere Nord a ete enregistre. 

Dans le climat de cette con tree I'aridite extrem e, j oin te a la position inu'acontinentale du territoire, 
s'accompagne d 'un fraid intense. 

Dans le d eux plus hauts massifs (Ulakhan-Chysta i et Suntar-Khaya ta) de petits centres d e glaciation 
rece11le (principalement des kars) se sont developpes; il ex iste aussi des traces distinctes d'une g laciation de 
mon tagne p lus etendue. Dans les regions entre les montagnes et sur le ni veau principal d'une peneplaine 
entrecoupee d e collines, il n 'apparait pas d ' indica tion posi tive de glaciation anterieure. Cependant, le 
phenomene cryogenique recent represente par de la g lace fossile, des sols gclcs, des " ta ryns" a ussi bien que 
les caracteres d e karst thermiques, de solifluction et cle congelation, sont tres a bondants e t varies. 

Les tres large devcloppement d e tous ces caracteres donne un aspect periglaciaire a ce territoire, et 
foumi t a ussi la possibilite d 'utili ser l 'etude de nombrelL" p henomenes recents a des fins paleogeographiques. 
A ce point d e vue, les processus conduisant a la formation de depots de loess facies cryoturbe et a la formation 
de sols structuraux et thixotropiques sont d 'un inter ':: t p articu lier. 

Le paysage nature I recent de cette region es t r epresente par un type dominant de " toundra- foret" a 
melezes associe avec des formations comparativement typ iques de taiga marecageuse dans les d epressions 
et des paysages de " prairi e- steppe" seches et froides sur les pentes Sud plus a bruptes e t plus chaudes. Une 
telle combinaison unique de paysages liee aux conditions clima tiques specifiques de cette region fournit une 
base d' interpretation pour les conditions naturelles recentes du pole Siberien du fraid en tant que vestige 
de la "derniere glaciation" . Actuellement ces conditions naturelles ont e te intensivement d eveloppees a des 
fins economiques. 

Z USAMMENFASSUNG. Del' Sibirische K iiltepol lieg t im ausscrsten Kordosten Eurasiens (im G ebiet des 
T scherskij-Gebirges in den oberen Beckcn der F li.isse J ana, Indigirka und Kolyma). Besonders tiefe Luft
und Bodentemperaturen wurden im Zwischengebirgsgebie t gemessen . Zu diesen Pliitzen gehort das bekannle 
Oimjakon, wo die t iefste Temp eratur auf der nordlichen H emisphiire beobachtet wurde. Im Klima dieses 
Gebietes tre ten infolge se iner ausgesprachen kontinentalen Lage ex treme Trockenheit unci heftige Kiilte 
zusammen. 

In d en beid en hochsten M assiven (U lachan-Tschistai und Sun tar-C hajata) sind kleine Zent ren einer 
rezenten Vergletscherung (vor a ll em Kare) entwickelt ; man findet auch d eutliche Spuren einer fri.iheren, 
starkeren Gebirgsvergletscherung. Im Zwischengebirgsland und im Hauptn iveau der aufgeg liederten, 
hilgel igen Fastebene fehlen sichere Anzeichen flir eine frlih ere Vergletscherung. Doch gibt es in reichem 
Masse die verschiedensten frostbedingten Erscheinungen wie foss ile E iskerne, Permafrost, oberflach li ches 
Bodeneis, ebenso w ie Auspragungen von Thermokarst, Solifluktion und Gefrornis. 

Das weitverbreitete Auftreten a ll dieser Erschein u ngen gibt dem G ebiet einen periglazialen C harakter 
und ermoglich t das Studium vieler rezenter Vorgange flir pal iiogeographische Untersuchungen . Aus d iesel' 
Sicht sind d ie Vorgiinge, d ie zur Bi ldung von Lossablagerungen (cryogenetische Fazies) flihr en, und die 
Bildung von S truktur- und thixo tropischen Boden von besonderer Bedeutung. 

* Paper read at X I Xth International Geographical Congress, Stockholm, 1960. 
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Die heutigcn Naturlandschaften des Gebietes sind durch einen vorherrschenden Typus von La rchen

Tundra-Wald, verbunden mit vergleichswe ise typischen Taiga-Moorbildungen in den Niederungen und 

xero-cryophilen Grassteppen-Landschaften auf den steileren und warmeren Sudhangen gekennzeichnet. 

Eine solch einzigartige Landschaftskombination ermoglicht in ihrer Verbindung mit den spezifischen Klima

V erhaltnissen des G ebietes eine Deutung der heutigen natlirlichen Situation des Sibirischen Kaltepoles als 

ein Relikt aus dem Spatglazial. Gegenwartig erfahren di e natlirlichen Bedingungen eine intensive wirtschaft

liche Entwicklung. 

THE Siberian pole of cold is located, as is known, in the north-east of the U.S.S.R., within 

an extensive geodetic trapezium formed by lat. 62 ° and 68° N. and long. 94° and 160° E. 

(Fig. 1) . The main factor determining its existence is an intense refrigeration of this part of 

the Asiatic continent during the cold half of the year and the formation of a stable centre of 

high atmospheric pressure. Owing to such a meteorological situation, exceptionally low 

temperatures of the air during a very long Winter, virtually free of snow, are replaced here by 

a short but warm and arid Summer. The following climatological data illustrate some of 

the outstanding features of this region. 

Climatological data 

Absolute temperature minimum 
Mean value of annual absolute temperature minima 

Mean value of temperature (year) 
Total precipitation (in mm.) 
Total length of frostl ess period (days) 

Meteorological stations 
Oymyakon Verkhoyansk 

- 71 ° C. 
- 65° C. 
-15° C. 
222 

_ 680 C. 
- 61 ° C. 
- 15'6° C. 

154 
69 

The middle part of the Siberian pole of cold area is occupied by the Verkhoyansk mountain 

range with peaks not exceeding 2,000 m. above sea-level. West of it is the central Yakutsk 

plain, which is the lowest and most eastern part of the middle Siberian upland. East of the 

Verkhoyansk range is a series of mountain masses of complex geological structure around the 

upper reaches of the rivers Yana, Indigirka and Kolyma, which includes the Yana-Oymyakon 

highland, the Suntar-Khayata range, the Matyushkin chain, the Cherskiy mountain system, 

etc. This territory includes two of the highest mountain areas which have been subjected to 

recent glacierization; the Suntar-Khayata and Buordakh Mountains are the highest groups 

with Mus-Khaya (2,959 m. ) and Pobeda (3,147 m.) as the summit peaks of each range, 

respectively. However, the coldest regions within the area of the Siberian pole of cold are 

intermontane depressions within the mountain country on the rivers Yana, Indigirka and 

Kolyma. The coldest of these areas is the Oymyakon depression, where an absolute tempera

ture minimum of -71 ° C. has been registered. 

Obviously, the coldest area in the world inhabited by man has long interested Russian 

geographers, such as A. A. Krasnov, M. 1. Sumgin, A. A. Grigor'yev, etc., as well as geologists 

1. D. Cherskiy, A. L. Chekanovskiy and V. N. Zverev, who have studied and described this 

territory. However, only recently have systematic geographical researches been organized 

in this territory. They have resulted from the demands of the rapidly developing national 

economy ofYakutiya and Kolyma, the natural resources of which include very rich deposits 

of gold, diamonds and other valuable minerals, and the surface provides varied agricultural 

and biological resources . The widespread character and increase in tempo of geographical 

research work in north-eastern Siberia have made it one of the best-known territories in the 

Soviet Union. 
The author has had the opportunity of visiting this area twice. I The first trip, in 1952, was 

to the city of Yakutsk with a short excursion into the central Yakutsk plain. The second 

excursion, in 1959, also started from Yakutsk flying to the northern end of the famous 

Kolyma route to Magadan, crossing the Yana-Kolyma mountain land en route. This paper 

is concerned with the general impressions of the physical geography gained on these journeys, 

supplemented by some data from published sources. 
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Owing to the great expanse and variety of the relief and geological structure, the present
day natural landscape of the Siberian pole of cold area is far from uniform (Figs. 2 and 3, 
p . I 093). Yet, it is quite distinctive in the same way that its climatic conditions are so special. 
The main features of this landscape can be shown to be due to the later phases of the last 
glaciation. This first of all assumes that the specific climatic fea tures of the Siberian pole of 
cold are, to a certain extent, an analogue of the climatic situation, characteristic of the end 
of the glacial period in the mountain-plain regions of middle and eastern Europe. Special 

Fig. I. Map showing the position of the Siberian pole of cold 

importance is attached in these situations to the combination of intense aridity and severe 
cold during the long winter season (caused by strong azonal factors) with a short, warm 
Summer, characteristic of the mid-latitudinal geographical position of the compared regions. 

Such a climatic analogy is confirmed by comparing many of the recent Siberian landforms 
with the old morphology of Europe. 

The most important and widespread feature in the physical landscape of the territory of 
the Siberian pole of cold is the development of permafrost, icings* (taryns) and masses of 

* An icing (taryn) is a build-up of ice on top of the existing ice cover of a river or the ground. River icings 
result from the freezing of water on river ice. Ground icings r esult from the freezing of ground water on the surface 
layers in permafrost regions. 
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fossil ice, despite the limited extent of recent glacierization. As already mentioned, the latter 
is developed only in two mountain areas and is of a small size. Thus, the area under ice in 
Suntar-Khayata amounts to only 160 km.\ though individual glaciers may reach several 
kilometres in length and are up to 100 m . thick. At the same time, below the snouts of the 
recent glaciers, we find very fine trough valleys, with well-preserved moraines at a distance 
of 20-30 km. from the fronts of the glaciers.2 During our trip to the Kolyma River area (in 
1959) we visited a typical area of old glaciation, around Jack London Lake. We found here 
beautifully preserved trough valleys with a system of morainic forms, i .e. obvious traces of a 
recent mountain-valley ice cover. 

Thus, this minor glacierized area of the Siberian pole of cold is a remnant of a somewhat 
larger mountain- valley glaciation, which existed here during the recent geological past. 
Unlike more western (as well as more eastern) territories with a much greater humidity than 
north-east Siberia, this area never had a thick continental ice cover. Since the ice bodies of this 
area were smaller in area and thickness than in adjacent regions, they were in existence for 
a long period owing to the constancy of climatic conditions. 

Permafrost is developed almost everywhere; isings (taryns) are also very widely developed. 
In the mountainous areas of Suntar-Khayata and Jack London Lake they are especially 
thick and persistent. Masses offossil ice are much more localized. They are especially charac
teristic of old alluvial plains. Within the central Yakutsk plain, for instance, masses of fossil 
ice are especially numerous, associated with typical thermokarstic relief* forms in unforested 
areas (" allasses") . 

The origin and age of these cryogenic forms raises many interesting scientific problems. 
The age of permafrost is the subject of much discussion amongst Soviet geographers. Some 
of them have advanced a number of arguments in favour of a considerable age for the perma
frost (for instance, a great thickness, intense supercooling, preservation of animal bodies, etc. ) . 
Others, on the contrary, have presented different proof of its later origin (like the freezing of 
flood plain deposits, etc.) . It is quite possible, that both viewpoints should be combined; in 
other words, maybe one should assume that, having been formed a considerable time ago, 
permafrost within the area of the Siberian pole of cold continued to be formed under condi
tions similar to the present. Recent perennial river icings serve as an indirect proof of such an 
assertion. 

Also, a matter of dispute is the question of the origin of fossil ice. Former views, that the 
majority of such forms represent buried old firn, or ice of atmospheric origin are losing more 
and more adherents. On the contrary, with greater insistence the viewpoint is advanced that 
these ice bodies are due to secondary infiltration (congelation ice according to P . A. 
Shumskiy 3), i.e. that they are accumulations of frozen underground waters which have 
penetrated through frost clefts into the internal voids of the rocks. 

Anyway, the wide development of these cryogenic forms throughout the entire area of the 
Siberian pole of cold is an important indication of the recent late glacial regime of this terri
tory. It is more than probable that all such physical and geographical phenomena were 
extensively developed in the periglacial area of the Scandinavian ice sheet. However, it is 
obvious that their presence was not the only factor. 

Recent natural landscapes in the area of the Siberian pole of cold can, generally speaking, 
be divided into four main types. The first type is represented by the so-called goletzy-treeless 
landscapes of a mountain- tundra type with a characteristic micro-relief on all more or less 
horizontal stretches (Fig. 4, p. I094). At the Khotynnakh Pass (720 m. a.s.1. ), for instance, in 
the basin of the River Kolyma, the surface of a typical goletz, t consists of the following 
elements: 

* Specific forms of relief that are developed by the processes of thawing of fossil ice in certain regions. 
t In Siberia the term goletz is used to describe mountain peaks that rise above the tree line. Such peaks are 

either free of vegetation (stony) or covered with scarce grass or bushes. 
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Fig. 2. The Iy/Jicallandsca/Je DJ the Siberian /)ole DJ cold 

Fig. 3. A 0'pical vallq DJ the Siberian JJOle DJ cold 
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Fig. 4. T ),jJical golet;:;y landscajJe; a treeless landscajJe oJ a mountain- tundra IyfJe with a characteristic micro-fetid 

Fig. 5 . H umidJ ro;:.en larch taiga 
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1. Flat, bare knolls up to 2 m_ in diameter and 0 -5 m _ in height, built of rubble, obviously 
squeezed out from below (occupying 30-40 per cent of the area)_ 

2_ Depressions between the knolls (up to 50 per cent of the surface) with a continuous 
moss- lichen cover and crippled bushes of dwarfed birches_ 

3- Patelliform depressions, which are actually separate expansions of la rge clefts with 
larger bushes of birch and young larch_ 

Soil sections cut in the goletz revealed peculiar cryogenic soils, which are acidic and well
leached, with distinct signs of an intense intermixing of the soil mass by the frost action and 
thixotropic phenomena_ * Such goletzy landscapes, exhibiting the features described above, 
occupy all the upper zones of the large and small uplands in this region_ 

The second type of natural landscape in the territory of the Siberian pole of cold is the 
humidJrozen larch taiga (Fig. 5, p. 1094). This type oflandscape is developed here on all more or 
less flat (poorly drained) relief elements below the goletzy belt. As an example of such a 
landscape a stretch can be described in the basin of the River Indigirka (Ust'-Nera), located 
on a high terrace-like surface built of old pebbly alluvium. We find here a sparse larch taiga 
with birches and willows in the undergrowth. The soil is covered by a thick moss- lichen 
cushion; the ground is frozen to a depth of 60 cm. and the surface is slightly hummocky. The 
soil is rather peculiar-cryogenic-solijluction, very acid, with obvious signs of internal movements 
reflected in intense intermixing of the soil mass due to freezing a nd thawing. 

A rather widely developed variety of this type of landscape is the swampy fro zen larch taiga, 
associated with lower relief elements, as a rule undrained. A good example was seen on the 
Elgen state farm, also in the basin of the Kolyma River, on a low terrace above the flood 
plain. The taiga consists of sparse larch with an undergrowth of willow and dwarfed birch. 
The soil is covered by thick moss and lichen, the surface being hummocky. The ground is 
frozen to 40- 80 cm. The hummocks consist of a mineral soi l and stand above the intervening 
depressions to a height of 0 . 4- 0' 5 m_ They consist of masses of soil pressed out from below 
along deep fissures_ In the intervening depressions there is a p eaty cryogenic-solijluction soil with 
a very acid reaction. 

The third type of natural landscape in this region is represented by dr.y fro zen larch taiga . 
These la ndscapes are also developed below the goletzy zone, but on well-drained stretches 
on gentle slopes. They are characterized by very sparse larch woods with a poorl y developed 
grassy or moss and lichen cover. A characteristic feature of the soil is an abundance of frost 
cracks having the shape of large polygons_ The cracks are deep and wide, being fill ed with 
loose soi l material, and are wedge-shape in profile. Soil sec tions under such landscapes in 
Yakutiya and Kolyma are represented by soils of two different genetic types: on non-calcareous 
rocks- cryogenic, ferruginous, acid (podsolized ) soi ls; on calcareous rocks- cryogenic alkaline 
(solod) soils. The genetic names of these soils indicate their characteristic features. 

The fourth type of landscape in the territory of the Siberian pole of cold is the Jro zen cold 
forest- steppe_ Its main occurrence is in the western part of the territory, within the central 
Yakutsk plain . It occupies h ere wide elongated declivities between ridges and slightly und ulat
ing old alluvial terracs. Separate fragments of such landscapes are also found east of the 
V erkhoyansk mountain range. They are associated here with flat but elevated parts of 
intermontane basins or with steep southern slopes. By the character of its vegetation the 
frozen cold forest-steppe is a meadow steppe with islets of birch clumps ("kolki"). Under its 
grassy patches cryogenic black meadow soils are developed, usually containing salts and solods; 
under the birch kolki there ar e patches offrozen solonetzst a nd solods.t All these soils have a 

* The abi lilY of ground to flow under dynamic pressure in permafrost cond itions, being in part destroyed 
texturally b y mechanical impact but being restored to i ts original state subsequent to the impact. 

t A soil type d eveloped by the leaching of surplus salts by a lowering of the ground wa ter level. 
::: A soil type derived from a solonetz by washing and degradation_ The charac teristics o f the solonetz have 

been destroyed completely_ 
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weakly alkaline reaction; a t a shallow depth they contain carbonate salts and frozen ground . 
Their profiles often reveal wedge-like frost fissures and a very characteristic stratified scaly 
structure with signs of slight gleying, formed under the influence of fluctuations in the level 
of perm afrost. 

If the large areas of m eadow flood plains and swamps are added to the forms listed above, 
the general picture of the main natural landscape of the territory of the Siberian pole of cold 
will be sufficiently complete. As has already been pointed out, it strikes the observer both by 
its general variety and by the contrast of its sub-types. This picture is completely unlike the 
monotonous landscape of " periglacial tundras," which was previously identified with the 
European "late glacial" period on the one h and and the territory of the Siberian pole of cold 
on the other. In this connection, it is important to stress that the characteristics of the present 
Siberian " late glacial" period described above offer a much better basis for palaeogeogra
phical reconstructions of the old European late glacial landscapes than the specula tive concepts 
which h ave been used to d ate, based mainly on palaeobiological data. 

From this point of view, of special interest are two recent natural phenomena, charac
teristic of the territory of the Siberian pole of cold: 

r . Differen t types and forms of cryogenic formations . 
2 . Surface sediments of a loess-like character. 

The firs t h ave already been described in d e ta il above and only the latter require brief descrip
tion here. 

It has already been pointed out that the majority of soils associated with the frozen 
forest-steppe of Yakutiya exhibi t a weakly alkaline reaction and have accumulations of 
carbonate salts in their profiles. These soil features are closely associated with the character 
of the p arent material, represented as a rule by powdery calcareous loams. Apparently the 
latter are of a different origin (alluvial, glacia l, etc.), since they are superficial formations in a 
cold Siberian forest-steppe and they always have a loess-like appearance. In my joint mono
graph with K. K. Markov 4 I suggested calling this type of superficial deposit the recent cold 
facies ofloess-like deposits. It is more tha n probable that, by virtue of their origin, such forma
tions are recent analogu es of the sheets of loessic loams which usually overlie the moraines 
of the old glaciated regions of Europe. For this reason, the observations given above are of 
certain interest in connection with the problem concerning the origin of the loesses, which 
still remains in dispute. 

MS. received 4 January 1961 
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